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text & photos: Raymond Greaves

[Raymond Greaves and his girlfriend Nereide left London in January for a six month drive to Cape Town, South Africa,
in their 2004 Range Rover. Here’s part two of his remarkable story. –ed.]  

What faces the Trans-Africa driver when he enters Kenya
has become the stuff of legend amongst overlanders.
The 300-mile stretch between Moyale, on the Ethiopian
border, via Marsabit, to Isiolo near Mount Kenya is gener-
ally referred to as, “The Worst Road in Africa” or simply,
“The Road to Hell”. This is due to the unhappy coincidence
of two factors. First, the horribly rocky and corrugated
road will try to shake your car to pieces and shred
your tires—unless it is raining, during which it's virtually
impassable.
Second, you’ll enjoy a high risk of bandit attack. Moyale,

a total dive stuck in the middle of hostile territory close to
the Somali border, seemed the perfect town to leave. For
this section of the trip German friends in their Defenders
joined us. We anticipated taking two days to cover this
section, stopping the
night at Marsabit—but
Africa has a habit of
upsetting best laid plans.
The road actually

exceeded out extremely
low expectations. You
settle into a speed that
offers a compromise of
actually reaching your
destination that day but
not destroying the car. In
our case this meant 150
miles of driving at 10-15
mph. Driving between
8am and 8pm, we didn’t
once get out of second
gear. Outside temperatures exceeded one hundred degrees
all afternoon, but the magnificent Range Rover, making
progress without complaint, kept us cool inside.
Somehow we found Henry’s Camp at Marsabit in the

pitch black. We got the torches out and inspected the car
to see how it had stood up to the day’s punishment.
The Range Rover itself looked unscathed, although the
tires showed signs of doing battle with the rocks.
Unfortunately one of the roof rack’s front mounting
brackets had broken under the strain and the opposite one
looked only moments from breaking itself. As a result, the
rack had collapsed directly onto the roof. One of the
German Defenders had broken both of the rear shock
absorbers. Clearly we would have to stay a day in Marsabit
to make repairs.
Back on the road we found ourselves near the end of a

four-year drought. Although,  there had indeed been
thunderstorms and torrential rain the previous night. Road
conditions deteriorated from a firm dirt surface to a soft,
sticky, red mud. With four-wheel drive actually being
essential here we made decent progress, having rather
good fun as the cars got plastered and demonstrated their

off-road credentials. It was clear that with only a few more
hours of rain the previous night we would probably be
getting stuck and having to dig ourselves out.
All too soon we were back to rocks, corrugations,

general rough stuff and the 12 mph average speed. We
passed through the Losai National Park and then into the
Samburu region. The people of the Samburu are a tribe
that still lives traditionally (like the Maasai) and we
watched with fascination as they herded their animals by
the road side, dressed in brightly colored traditional
costume. As expected, the Rangie in raised-suspension
mode easily handled the very bad ruts. In other places we
simply left the road altogether and drove into the sandy,
and much smoother, adjacent land, saving us precious
kilometers of rough road.

And then it happened.
Tarmac. You cannot
imagine the feeling of joy
after two solid days of
crawling along awful
roads. Smoothness. Quiet.
The dizzying heights
of 50 mph. Progress.
Happiness. (We later
found out that four days
after we passed through
the rains did start, heavily.
They washed out bridges
and made the road
impassable. We had very
close shave here!)
Things continued to

improve. The scenery got greener and we saw an elephant
in the bush by the side of the road. Beyond Isiolo,
everything became surprisingly normal all at once.
Not only were we driving on the ‘correct’ side of the road
but there were road signs in English! Petrol stations and
their pumps had English signs so for the first time in ages
we would be certain about what was going into the tank!
As we headed towards Mount Kenya and the equator we
steadily rose back to 6,000 ft and the countryside became
rolling, green hills. The whole effect made us feel oddly
like we were back in the UK.
At Nairobi (“Nairobbery” as the locals affectionately call

it) we made our first big service stop, 7,500 miles into the
journey. Land Rover still has a strong presence in Kenya
and the main dealer in the capital has a large, well
equipped workshop. What’s more the service manager,
Mike Dunlop, was very interested in our trip and keen to
help, even letting me oversee the service in the workshop.
A thorough inspection of the car revealed nothing
particularly untoward. It got a thorough clean, change of
oil and all filters and a couple of new bushes in the front
suspension. They had survived 90,000 miles, but the
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Northern Kenyan roads had finished them off. I also took
the opportunity to further reinforce the roof rack.
Driving to Uganda highlighted Kenya’s road crumbling

network. Kenya has some of the largest potholes I have
seen anywhere in the world, from a couple of feet wide to
six feet wide. Accidentally put the car in one of these and
it won’t come out the other side. 
We drove to the southern tip of Uganda where it borders

Rwanda and the Congo. This direction would let us track
gorillas high up in the Magahinga Rainforest. Fortunately
we saw a troupe consisting of two silverbacks (dominant
males), two mothers and two babies and caught some
stupendous pictures and video footage. There are only 600
of these gentle giants left in the wild and the Congolese
allegedly continue to poach them. We fervently hope that
extinction is not inevitable but the signs are not good. We
trudged back down the mountain, reflecting on one of the
most incredible wildlife experiences we have ever had. 
On the way back to Kenya, we suffered the only

puncture of the entire trip. With a huge rip in the treaded
section of a tire, it had simply given up from repeated
attacks by sharp stones and was irreparable. I was keen to
keep two useable spares at all times so called Mike Dunlop
in Nairobi for advice, and here we had another huge stroke
of luck. Mike so liked my Goodyear MTRs he had ordered
a big batch for his customers and the stock had just
arrived! (So much for all the warnings that we would not
be able to get spare tires in Africa).
Heading south to Tanzania, Malawi, Zambia and into

Southern Africa, our travels gradually became easier.
Tanzania has decent roads, but they are littered with
vicious speed humps and policemen. We were stopped for
speeding no less than four times, but were able to talk and
charm our way out of all fines except one. Another
policeman at a road block did try to directly bribe us for
cash. After sitting around for a while playing dumb, we
gave him some chocolate and drove off in disgust. 
Tanzania makes a great holiday destination and indeed,

here we bumped into the regular American and European
tourists for the first time. I completed a long held ambition
to see the Ngorongoro Crater, all the more satisfying to
drive up it in one’s own Range Rover. Driving around the
crater rim we enjoyed a fabulous view of the Serengeti and
on the crater floor we enjoyed some of the best and closest
game.
The borders from Kenya onwards proved less onerous

and from Malawi onwards the roads improved so much
that to our delight, we could drive at 60 mph again,
something we had not been able to do since northern
Sudan. We did not stop until we reached Victoria Falls,
right on the Zambia-Zimbabwe-Botswana border. Rains
seemed to have been remarkably good across all of south-
ern and eastern Africa that season and the mighty Zambezi
was thundering over the falls at a 50% greater rate than
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normal. A truly spectacular sight, it worried us slightly, too,
as we would have to take a ferry across this river to reach
Botswana.

The Kazangula Ferry from Zambia to Botswana was
probably the last chaotic and “properly-African” part of
the journey. The ferry was a rickety affair with two ancient
and smoke-belching diesel engines literally hung off either
side and threatening to fall off at any moment. With only
the capacity for one truck and two cars, the engines really
struggled against the insistent current of the croc-filled
Zambezi. There were moments when it seemed that it
would not make it, but the African “cope-against-all-
odds” mentality eventually got it to the other side.

In Botswana and Namibia we breathed a sigh of relief.
We found comfort in supermarkets, cash machines and
regular fuel stations. It suddenly became easy to find
accommodation, food and drink of a western taste.
Essentially these countries are “South Africa-lite”, with all
the facilities you could need but still with amazing African
landscapes and wildlife.

The roads through Botswana and Namibia were
excellent across huge distances. The Range Rover really
shines in these circumstances, the air suspension cosseting
and the seats fantastically comfortable. Even after all day
in the saddle not once did we feel any aches or
pains. The air conditioning coped fantastically in all
circumstances, but the killer feature is the hugely effective
dust filter. It really works—virtually no dust or grit got
into the cabin throughout the entire journey, aided by
very effective door sealing. Seeing the inside of
other overlander’s vehicles made us appreciate this
fantastic feature.

We had mixed reactions about reaching South Africa;
excitement with a tinge of sadness because an incredible
trip was now in its closing phase. After a 4,000 mile lap
of South Africa visiting friends, relaxing and enjoying the
key sights, we finally arrived into beautiful Cape Town on
15 May, 18 weeks after leaving London. In fabulous
weather we could see the iconic Table Mountain from 30
miles out. After an incredible journey it was slowly
dawning on us—we had achieved the dream: we had driven
from London to Cape Town.

Yes it is possible to drive a showroom-spec Range Rover
through Africa. It had fairly breezed through 17,710 miles
and 19 countries, through some of the roughest, toughest
and most remote places on earth. It used no oil or coolant.
Only the parking sensors failed us when we reached Cape
Town, probably because of the dust and grit. I’m sure you

will agree this was a virtuoso performance by the Range
Rover and, for me, easily makes it the most complete and
capable car in the world. Bravo Land Rover.

If you enjoyed reading these articles visit:
http://web.me.com/raymondgreaves/LilongweDown
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